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1. In the RFQ, it says it is preferred but not required to include someone with signage fabrication 
experience. Do you mean a design consultant with experience managing the fabrication of 
signage through an outside vendor or are you anticipating that firms might include an actual 
fabrication consultant on the team? 

 
We want to understand if the design team could help us facilitate and manage signage 
fabrication for our projects. We think this could either be through a relationship or experience 
working with an outside vendor or a consultant on the team.  
 

 
2. What materials count towards the 20-page core proposal? Do associated project images, 

illustrations and plan designs requested in Section 4.2 under #3 count towards the 20-page core 
proposal? 

  
Project images, illustrations and plans can be excluded from the 20-page core proposal limit, 
as well as the Non-Discrimination and Truth in Negotiation Certificates, Tax/Employment 
Statements, the CRA’s standard consultant services agreement, and insurance documents. The 
core proposal thus would include the table of contents, cover letter, references, and 
demonstration of experience and team responsibilities using the Standard Designer 
Application. 

 
3. Per "4.1 - Qualifications & Experience", would team members (including signage fabricator & 

licensed Civil Engineer) need to be selected for the RFQ submission, or could they be 
incorporated into the team on a project-by-project basis? 

 
While team members including a signage fabricator (preferred but not required) and a 
licensed Civil Engineer can be incorporated into the Design Team on a project-by-project 
basis, the RFQ submission should at least identify which firm or company the submitter would 
plan to partner with if necessary. 

 
 

4. Is a project budget needed for the qualifications package as stated in Section 4.2? 
 

A project budget is not needed for the qualifications package. Section 5.1 E. in the RFQ 
Evaluation states that price proposals are not considered, and it is an error project budget is 
mentioned in Section 4.2. 

 


